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Plasma fluorination of carbon-based materials for imprint and molding
lithographic applications
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Diamondlike carbon nanoimprint templates are modified by exposure to a fluorocarbon-based
plasma, yielding an ultrathin layer of a fluorocarbon material on the surface which has a very low
surface energy with excellent antiwear properties. We demonstrate the use of these plasma
fluorinated templates to pattern features with dimensions ⬃20 nm and below. Furthermore, we show
that this process is extendable to other carbon-based materials. Plasma fluorination can be applied
directly to nanoimprint resists as well as to molds used to form elastomer stamps for microcontact
printing and other applications requiring easy mold release. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2944997兴
Lithographic patterning by various molding processes,
such as nanoimprint lithography 共NIL兲, hot embossing, and
elastomer molding, has become a widely used technique by
experimentalists in fields ranging from physics to chemistry
and biology. NIL,1,2 in particular, is considered a candidate
for next generation lithography technology by the semiconductor industry,3 due to its high throughput potential and
ability to achieve resolution in the 10 nm range and below.4
In thermal NIL, a pattern is formed in a thin polymer film
that has been cast on a substrate by molding it to a relief
image in a rigid template 共mask兲 under high pressure conditions and at a temperature above the glass transition temperature of the polymer. After cooling, the template is separated
from the polymer, which subsequently serves as a resist stencil for deposition of a metal film or etching of the underlying
substrate.
The most widely used materials for NIL templates are
oxidized silicon and quartz,5 although other materials with
sufficiently high Young modulus, such as silicon nitride,
nickel, and diamond, are used as well.6 Antiadhesion properties, which are critical for separation of the template from the
imprinted sample, are generally obtained by deposition of a
fluorinated alkyl silane self-assembled monolayer7–10 共SAM兲
with fluorocarbon tails at the outer surface 共either by immersing the template into a solution containing the release
agent11 or by vapor deposition12兲. These outer fluorocarbon
functional groups provide a low energy to the modified surface, with surface energies in the range of ⬃10 mJ/ m2.13–15
However, failure of such SAM releasing layers has been reported for templates with sub-100 nm pitch and high aspect
ratios,16 possibly due to less than perfect film coverage at
such dimensions, and their reliability over many imprint
cycles has not been clearly demonstrated.17
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The use of diamondlike carbon 共DLC兲 as a NIL template
material was first reported by Ramachandran et al.18 DLC is
well known for its high mechanical strength and low surface
energy, and it is widely used as an antiwear coating for many
applications;19 however, its surface energy 共⬃40 mJ/ m2兲 is
not as low as that of fluorinated SAMs. Thus, for NIL
applications, a surface modification of the template is likely
still required. Nakamatsu et al. demonstrated that a fluorinated DLC film applied to a prepatterned Si/ SiO2 template
has the requisite antiadhesion and antiwear properties for
NIL applications.20,21 However, those films, which were fluorinated during DLC deposition, were relatively thick,
⬃50 nm, precluding their use for patterning sub-100 nm
features.
In this work, we present a process for modifying the
surface of DLC films by exposure to a fluorocarbon-based
plasma. Surface chemical analysis indicates that an ultrathin
layer 共⬃1 nm or less, depending on processing conditions兲
of a fluorocarbon material is formed on the surface which has
a very low surface energy with excellent antiwear properties.
We demonstrate the use of plasma fluorinated DLC NIL templates to pattern features with dimensions below 20 nm. Furthermore, we show that this process is extendable to other
carbon-based materials. Plasma fluorination can be applied
directly to NIL resists as well as to molds used to form
elastomer stamps for microcontact printing and other applications requiring easy mold release. Figure 1 compares the
process flow for 共a兲 conventional antiadhesion coated NIL
templates, 共b兲 plasma fluorinated DLC templates, 共c兲 plasma
fluorinated resists for NIL as well as 共d兲 molds for microcontact printing.
The DLC films for this work were formed in a parallel
plate rf plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition reactor
at a temperature of 60 ° C with the substrate electrode powered by the rf. Films were deposited by first sputter etching
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Schematic process flows for different imprint techniques: 共a兲 nanoimprint template
coated with a fluorinated SAM prior
the imprint; 共b兲 nanoimprint template
subjected to a plasma-assisted surface
fluorination prior the imprint; 共c兲 imprint resist subjected to a plasmaassisted surface fluorination, while the
template remains untreated; 共d兲 a template for microcontact printing is subjected to a plasma-assisted surface
fluorination prior the elastomer
application.

the silicon wafer in an Ar plasma at 100 mTorr and 125 W
for 30 s. The 100 nm thick DLC films were deposited using
pure cyclohexane at 100 mTorr and 200 W, with a growth
rate of 3.4 nm/ s. Plasma fluorination was performed in an
Oxford PlasmaLab 80 Plus etching system at room temperature, using C4F8 and CHF3 gases. The background pressure
was in the range of ⬃33– 88 mTorr, with a gas flow rate of
100 SCCM 共SCCM denotes cubic centimeter per minute at
STP兲 and rf power of 100– 300 W. Samples were exposed to
the plasma for 30 s for all experiments in this work.
After exposure to the plasma, the films were characterized by a variety of techniques. A slight reduction in the
DLC thickness, ⬃0 – 8 nm, was observed by ellipsometry for
both C4F8 and CHF3 plasmas, depending on plasma conditions, with the thickness reduction generally increasing with
increasing rf power. However, samples treated by C4F8 at a
pressure of 88 mTorr showed an additional layer of material
less than 3 nm thick. The surface roughness of untreated
DLC films, as characterized by atomic force microscopy, was
relatively small, with a root mean square 共rms兲 value of
0.72 nm. Oxygen plasma etching was found to reduce the
rms roughness to 0.18 nm. A standard fluorination process
selected for nanoimprint template fabrication 共C4F8 plasma,
88 mTorr, rf power= 100 W兲 increased the rms roughness of
the O2-etched DLC to ⬃0.45 nm.
Goniometric contact angle measurements using water
and glycerol were performed in order to assess the film wetting properties. Also measured for comparison were the SiO2
films treated with a commercial monolayer template release
agent typically used for NIL templates 共Nanonex NXT-100兲.

Figure 2 shows the change in the advancing contact angle of
water and glycerol, respectively, following the plasma
treatment with C4F8 and CHF3, for several different
plasma process parameters. Contact angles of ⬃90° – 100°
were obtained for water and ⬃80° – 85° for glycerol. Based
on these measurements, surface energies in the range of
⬃17.6– 28.8 mJ/ m2 were calculated, using the two-liquid
geometric method22,23 and two-liquid harmonic method.24
These figures compare quite well to those measured for
SAM-coated SiO2 surfaces, which had contact angles of 87°
and 78° for water and glycerol, respectively, and surface energies ⬃24– 27.5 mJ/ m2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
共XPS兲 analysis found a significant presence of fluorine
within ⬃9 nm of the surface of the treated samples. Elemental quantification versus depth yields the carbon/fluorine ratio
shown in Table I. It can be seen that for the lower pressure
samples, the fluorine content diminishes with increasing
depth, while for the 88 mTorr sample, the C / F ratio remains
approximately constant, suggesting a thicker fluorinecontaining layer. Further analysis found that the plasmatreated samples all had contributions due to C-F, CF2, CF3,
with C-F being the largest contribution. The thicknesses of
the fluorine-containing layers, calculated from the data from
three take-off angle measurements 共0°, 40°, and 70°兲 and
using a value of the mean free path of diamond, were 0.51,
0.72, and 2.84 nm for the 33, 60, and 88 mTorr samples,
respectively.
DLC NIL templates were patterned by electron beam
lithography using hydrogen silsequioxane25 as a resist. The
pattern was transferred into the DLC film by reactive ion

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Water and glycerol contact
angles after plasma fluorination using CHF3 共a兲 and
C4F8 共b兲, as a function of rf discharge power, for different values of the chamber pressure.
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TABLE I. Carbon/fluorine ratio vs depth 共C4F8 plasma, 200 W兲.

33 mTorr
60 mTorr
88 mTorr

2 – 3 nm

4.6– 7 nm

6 – 9 nm

1.21
1.01
0.7

1.59
1.2
0.64

1.65
1.26
0.58

etching in O2 to form structures with a height of ⬃50 nm,
followed by exposure to the fluorocarbon-based plasma. The
pattern comprised arrays of small 共⬃15 nm兲 dots separated
by distances from 100 to 200 nm covering an area several
microns in size and surrounded by larger scale features spanning a few hundred microns with a total area of several mm2.
Thermal NIL was performed at 180 ° C and 500 psi using
polymethyl methocrylate 共PMMA兲 共M W = 35 K兲 as an imprint resist. Figure 3 shows a pattern of ⬃15 nm dots patterned in PMMA using this template, which was found to be
extremely robust, withstanding more than 100 imprints without failure. In contrast, untreated templates suffered resist
adhesion after the initial imprint.
We have found that plasma fluorination can be used not
only on NIL templates but on the imprint resist as well.
PMMA films that have been exposed to a C4F8 plasma can
be imprinted and separated from untreated templates 共either
DLC or SiO2兲. Without any plasma treatment, the PMMA
had a water contact angle of 75°, whereas after the treatment
the contact angle was in the range of 85°–90°. While it may
be somewhat inefficient to treat each imprint substrate in this
way, it does provide an alternative when antiadhesion templates are not available. Similarly, we have used fluorinated
resist films as molds for microcontact printing, enabling easy
separation of the elastomer. Figure 4 shows an array of
fences formed in PDMS using a plasma fluorinated PMMA
mold with a height of ⬃5 m and an aspect ratio of 5:1.
Without the fluorine treatment, it is difficult to remove the
PMDS from the mold.
In conclusion, we have developed a technique for forming an ultrathin fluorinated surface layer on carbon based
lithographic template materials by exposure to a fluorocarbon plasma. This layer has very low surface energy, and it is
quite robust, making it suitable as an antiadhesion, antwear
surface for a variety of lithographic molding applications.
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FIG. 3. Scanning electron micrograph of an array of dot pairs after NIL. The
dot diameter is ⬃15 nm.

FIG. 4. Array of fences formed in PDMS using a plasma fluorinated PMMA
mold. The aspect ratio is 5:1.
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